February 15, 2010 - Raleigh, NC - Vetted International, Ltd. (www.vetted-intl.com) has announced that it
has launched new capabilities in Kuwait to provide & manage medical care for injuries covered under the
Defense Base Act (DBA).
Civilian contractors in support of United States strategies abroad are covered by a 1941 law titled the
Defense Base Act (DBA). The DBA covers civilian contractors in a similar fashion as a traditional state
worker's compensation policy; however, there are many challenges that are difficult to overcome without
a physical presence in the areas in which losses occur. Vetted initially provided that presence throughout
the world to act as liaisons to expedite claims handling. As those challenges became more evident,
Vetted expanded its services to include medical management and treasury services.
Numerous companies supporting coalition contracts to rebuild Iraq's infrastructure logistically supported
those operations from Kuwait. Workers injured during these activities require ongoing care in Kuwait.
While Kuwait has suitable medical facilities to handle illness and injuries, not all facilities are familiar with
the Defense Base Act or the American Medical Association Guides on the Evaluation of Permanent
Impairment.
Vetted International has maintained certification in their proficiency of those required AMA guidelines from
the American Board of Independent Medical Examiners (ABIME). Vetted International is recognized as
the industry subject matter expert in DBA medical management and understands the complexities of
evaluating impairment per American Medical Association (AMA) Guidelines.
"We have implemented a program in Kuwait to successfully assist DBA insured patients while obtaining
care from providers that subscribe to the requirements within the American Medical Association's Guides
to the Evaluation of Permanent Impairment," said Brian Sjostedt, Vetted President & CEO.
"Regardless of nationality, insured patients can now expect that they can obtain care with reporting that
will assist insurers with addressing losses under the Defense Base Act."
About Vetted International:
Vetted International is a corporate and government solution based company headquartered in Raleigh,
North Carolina, USA. Vetted utilizes a global network of integrity driven local national professionals to
minimize risk and implement responsive action plans in various permissive & non-permissive
environments. Foreign and domestic insurance companies, financial institutions, government
departments & ministries, government agencies & contractors, and healthcare organizations have relied
on Vetted's unique capabilities in over 40 countries worldwide.
Vetted International has been accredited by the Better Business Bureau in that it meets all standards
including a commitment to make good faith efforts to resolve consumer complaints.
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